Specially made for you…..
Veenma Speciaalbouw specialises in the supply and
construction of equipment and machines for agriculture and
industry.

Veemac 1500-2R potato harvester with automatic crate system

Features: Clean product direct into crates, ergonomic for your staff,

axial set with variable
bridging belt, complete hydraulic drive, crate frame with hydraulic set-down, two-rowed
harvester, wheel operated, buffer crate frame, hydraulic adjuster, crate filling system,
controlled from machine and in tractor…etc.
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The Veemac 1500-2R potato harvester with automatic crate system has been specially developed for
harvesting your delicate potatoes and seed potatoes from the ridge for growing method 2 x 75 cm.
Your harvested product is placed directly into potato crates, meaning that there is no need for extra
cleaning. Your filled potato crates can be sent direct to the storage warehouse, with no need for
extra cleaning! The exceptional accessibility means that the harvester is quick and easy to clean so
mixing varieties can avoided when harvesting small lots of seed potatoes.
The potato harvester can be assembled entirely to grower specifications! The options are:
 Rotary / sample size harvester belt
 With or without axial cleaner
 With or without bridging belt for the axial cleaner
 Sorting table suitable for 2 x 1 of 2 x 2 people
 With or without hydraulic crate set down
 One or two buffer ‘wings’ for extra empty crates
In short, the machine can be assembled entirely as you, the customer, wish!
The machine is entirely hydraulic, making it possible to operate all functions in a completely
adjustable way.
Important features of the Veemac 1500-2R:












Product friendly
Very short lifting line
No more than 3 ‘fall points’ for your product
Perfectly clean product in the crate
Highly manoeuvrable potato harvester
Fully variable hydraulic machine
No harvesting damage
Capacity; 2 to 3 hectare capacity per day (depending on harvesting conditions)
No storage line required
Machine is ideal for use on areas of 20 to 30 hectares
No bruising or harvest damage caused to table potatoes.

For more information, you can contact us at any time by phone (or email) or click on
http://www.veenma.nl/veenmac-1500-2r-kisten-rooier for a brief overview of the machine.
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